Objective. Congestive heart failure is a problem effecting millions of Americans. A continuous, non-invasive, telemonitoring device that can accurately monitor cardiac metrics could greatly help this population, reducing unnecessary hospitalizations and cost. Approach. Machine Learning (ML) algorithms trained on electrical-impedance tomography (EIT) data are presented for portable cardiac monitoring. The approach was validated on a simulated thorax and a measured tank experiment. A highly detailed 4D chest model (finite element method mesh and conductivity profiles) was developed utilizing the 4D XCAT phantom to provide realistic data. The ML algorithms were trained using databases that assumed the presence of poorly contacting electrodes without any assumptions of knowing which electrodes would be bad in the experiment. The trained ML algorithms were compared to EIT evaluated with and without removing bad electrodes. Main results. A regression Support Vector Machine (rSVM) and a Deep Neural Network (DNN) were found to be the most accurate and robust to poorly contacting electrodes while not needing to know which electrodes were in poor contact in the simulated and measured experiments, respectively. Significance. Although, the ML algorithms are not always better than EIT (with bad electrodes removed), the comparable results without needing a priori knowledge of which electrodes are bad is seen as a very promising feature. An evaluation of computational costs showed that the DNN required comparable computational to the other methods while requiring less memory, which could make the DNNs an attractive algorithm for a low-power, portable system. This work represents an important validation of the method using measured data, and model development, which is needed to apply this method on real clinical data. Additionally, the developed 4D simulated thorax model could be an important tool within the EIT community.
health is crucial. Telemonitoring is becoming increasingly important to proactively address this growing need [3, 4, 5] . The primary metric of interest is cardiac output (CO) ( [6, 7, 8] ). CO is the product of heart-rate (HR) and stroke volume (SV), where stroke volume is the difference between the maximum and minimum left ventricular (LV) volume. A promising technology to non-invasively and continuously monitor CO is electrical impedance tomography (EIT). EIT uses multiple bioimpedance measurements recorded from electrodes placed around the chest, and, generally, uses physics-based approaches to recover the conductivity, which has been shown to correlate well with SV in several studies [9, 10, 11] . We have been developing a wearable EIT system for continuous monitoring of CO with low power constraints and potential smart-phone compatibility [12, 13] .
Although EIT appears more promising than commercial electrical bioimpedance systems based on the sophisticated modeling of EIT, there remain significant concerns of error due to several sources: here we focus on one of the primary sources of errors in wearable systems, electrode contact issues, i.e. 'bad' electrodes. There have been a number of studies that have attempted to address this problem by 1) compensating for bad electrodes by simultaneously solving for both internal conductivity and the electrode contact impedances [14, 15, 16] , 2) automatically detecting bad electrodes and simply removing them [17, 18] , or 3) automatically detecting bad electrodes and adjusting their measurements in some way to mitigate their effect [19, 20, 21] . It was concluded in [14] that the simultaneous reconstruction of conductivity and contact impedance was not practical in situations without a homogeneous (or known) measured reference frame. In [19] bad electrodes are compensated by increasing the measurement variance of respective measurements, in [20] a similar approach was used but the data was also 'cleaned' with a projection technique, and in [21] a Grey model based on a time-series of data was used to estimate data from bad electrodes. Simply removing measurements corresponding to bad electrodes appears to be a very practical solution that results in good reconstructions. The main challenge is in reliably determining which electrodes are bad. This becomes increasingly challenging as more electrodes are bad, e.g. the work in [19] could only reliably detect up to 2 bad electrodes.
In this paper, we introduce a new bioimpedance-based method powered by machine learning (ML) for measuring cardiac output (and left ventricular (LV) volume in general) that is robust to the presence of faulty electrodes. Our approach uses the same measurement data as EIT and is similar to a lung EIT approach [22] . However, instead of initially using the data to reconstruct an EIT image, from which LV volume is Figure 1 . A. FEM mesh produced from 4D XCAT. A coarse surface mesh (left side) is produced in distmesh with encoded electrodes, and a fine 3D mesh produced in gmsh, wherein heart, lung, aorta, and ribs are visualized. B. The saline tank experiment with 16 electrodes connected to an EIT system (on a 32 electrode tank). Clamps were used to hold the electrodes partially out of the saline, simulating partially contacting electrodes. calculated, our novel method inputs the data to a noise-robust ML regression model, which directly extracts LV volume information. The noise robustness and simplicity of the approach could significantly reduce the overall computational requirements making this approach attractive for our envisioned CO monitoring device that requires robustness and low-power in a non-clinical setting. Three ML algorithms are considered; a regression Support Vector Machine (rSVM), a regression Decision Tree (rDT), and a more sophisticated Deep Neural Network (DNN). The ML models are compared to EIT (with and without bad electrodes removed) on a simulated chest phantom ( Fig 1A) and a measured saline tank experiment (Fig. 1B) . The simulated thorax model built upon a sophisticated 4D thorax model ( [27] ) could be a useful tool within the EIT community. The rSVM and DNN outperform EIT (with bad electrodes removed) for up to 4 and 6 electrodes partially removed, respectively, on simulated data, and the DNN approach provided similar results to EIT (with bad electrodes removed) with 3 electrodes partially removed. A major advantage in the ML approach is that it provides this better or comparable results without requiring knowledge of which electrodes are bad. This paper continues with the description of 1) traditional EIT, 2) parameter selection and the linear regression model for EIT, 3) the simulated thorax model, 4) the experiments, and 5) the ML algorithms and (testing and training) databases. Results of both experiments are then discussed along with a comparison on the number of floating point operations (FLOPS) and memory needed for the EIT and ML approaches. Future development needed for this approach to work successfully on clinical data are discussed, and conclusions are summarized.
Methods

Traditional EIT
2.1.1. Forward problem. The forward problem relies on solving the generalized Laplace equation,
over the entire domain, where σ is the conductivity and u is the electric potential. The complete electrode model (CEM) is used to realistically account for discrete electrodes [23] . The forward problem calculates the electric potential distribution throughout the domain and voltages on the electrodes assuming the conductivity and applied currents on the electrodes are known. The CEM boundary conditions additionally specify each electrode's contact impedance and assume that current only flows in or out of the system through the electrodes. The solution to the forward problem is calculated in 3D using the finite element method (FEM) with linear basis elements [24] .
Inverse Methods.
A standard Gauss-Newton algorithm is employed using Laplacesmoothing Tikhonov regularization producing 2D images of data from the single ring of electrodes (see Fig. 1A ) via 3D modeling of the forward problem, i.e. standard 2.5D imaging. The aim is to minimize the following objective function
δσ where δσ is a perturbation from some estimated or known conductivity, J is the Jacobian, α is the Tikhonov parameter, L is the regularization matrix, and vTest and vRef are the test and reference voltages, respectively. Here only difference images are considered. This problem can be solved directly via the following formula ,
where vTest − vRef = ∆v. This solution, i.e. a single-step linearized Tikhonov regularized solution, has widespread use in the medical industrial and geophysical EIT community [25] . Other real-time methods could have been considered such as Calder´on's method or the D-bar method [26] .
Parameter Selection and Linear Regression for EIT
In the experiments, linear regression is applied to the reconstructed heart areas or inclusion diameters from thresholded EIT images and the true values. A two-step optimization strategy was performed to find the best Tikhonov and threshold values. Specifically, we searched over a set of possible Tikhonov parameters ranging from 1e−3 to 1e4, where for each value a 1-D minimization procedure was performed on the RMS error of the linear regression resulting from the threshold value. At each threshold the heart area was determined by calculating the area, Arec, of all the voxels above the threshold. The reconstructed inclusion diameter (for the tank experiment) was defined as the diameter of the circle that yielded the reconstructed area, i.e. drec = 2 p Arec/π.
Simulated Thorax
The model for simulated thorax data is based on the 4D XCAT model, which is a highly detailed extended cardiac-torso model that is based on visible human anatomical data, 4D cardiac-gated multi-slice CT data, 3D MRI data, and 4D respiratory-gated multislice CT data [27] . Non-uniform rational basis splines are used to model individual anatomical tissues/organs that are 4D. Multiple parameters within the model can be adjusted. In this study, a single cardiac cycle of 11 frames is considered with a fixed chest size (that is, assuming a breath-hold). At any time frame, the XCAT model provides the FEM model with the exterior of the domain and interior labels so that accurate conductivity distributions can be produced. The exterior boundary of the domain is approximated using a combined Fourier series and radial-basis-functions (RBF), i.e. it extends a common Fourier series for 2D-chest approximations ( [28, 29] ) into 3D. The boundary model is given by ,
where there are 9 linearly spaced RBF centers from the bottom to top of the chest.
The weights (aj,n,bj,n) 9 j,n ,8 =1 can be solved using a straight forward linear least squares implementation given a sufficient number of boundary points. Furthermore, the electrodes (assumed equally spaced) are encoded in the mesh via construction of an initial coarse 2D surface mesh using distmesh (see left side of Fig 1A, [30] ). The coarse 2D surface mesh is then input to Gmsh ( [31] ) to construct the full 3D mesh of approximately 360k nodes and 1.9M elements. A slightly less dense mesh is used for the Jacobian calculation for EIT reconstructions so that no inverse crime is committed [32] . No internal structures were explicitly defined within the 3D mesh. Mesh element quality was maximized by constructing the mesh from an optimized surface triangulation via distmesh, by tuning h-parameters of the electrode and background nodes, and by Gmsh's optimization algorithm. This resulted in a mean and minimum mean ratio (a mesh element quality metric ( [33] ) computed using [34] ) of 0.84 and 0.018 across all XCAT meshes, respectively. The initial conductivity model is produced by relabeling the voxels of the 3D image of the XCAT model to the corresponding conductivity values based on literature ( [35] ) at 50 kHz of the heart tissue, blood, lung, bone, cartilage, air, tissue, skin, and background tissue, and then interpolating onto the nodes of the FEM mesh (see Fig. 1A ). The conductivity distribution is then improved by incorporating a blood perfusion model (based on [36] ), where the lung conductivity is given by the following equation (5) and σL is the nominal lung conductivity, ∆σLMAX is a factor used to control the maximum increase in conductivity, PL is the pulmonary arterial distension, dPVi is the distance from each point in a given lung to its pulmonary valve, and PWV is the pulse wave velocity of the blood through the lung. We choose a nominal conductivity of 0.09 S/m (σL), allow for a maximum conductivity increase of 10%, and take the pulse wave velocity to be 1.5 m/s based on [36] . The blood volume entering the pulmonary artery given by the XCAT model is used as a surrogate for PL.
Description of Experimentsand Test Data
Simulated Thorax Experiment.
The simulated experiment used the model described in Section 2.3 assuming 1) 32 electrodes equally spaced in a horizontal plane centered at the heart height and 2) 11 heart frames of data that cover a portion of the cardiac cycle where the LV volume ranged from 52 mL to 119 mL. The simulated experimental data (test data) included 660 frames where 1 to 6 electrodes were partially occluded (50% to 95% in 5% steps, i.e 10 possibilities) for each of the 11 heart frames. The partially contacting electrodes were {1}, {1,2}, {1,2,32}, {1,2,31,32}, {1,2,3,31,32}, and {1,2,3,30,31,32}. These electrodes were chosen because they are the closest to the heart region and therefore provide the most sensitivity to this region and consequently should be the most challenging scenario of electrode contact issues. For each set of partially contacting electrodes, all electrodes within the set were occluded by the same percent. Single-ended measurements were simulated assuming skip (injection) patterns of 1 through 7, which results in 224 injection patterns on the 32 electrodes. This matrix (32×224) of single-ended voltages (differenced by a reference set of singleended voltages) was used as input to the ML algorithms. The EIT reconstructions were based on the same data, converted to voltage differences, with bi-polar measurements removed, which resulted in data of size 6,496 × 1, see Table 1 . Fig 1B) . The background conductivity was 0.1 S/m, and there were 6 metal inclusions used (considered one at a time) with diameters ranging from 1.5" to 4" in 0.5" steps and centered at (2.5", 0). Impedance data was recorded using a custom designed EIT system [38] at 10 kHz. Measurements for partially contacting electrodes were achieved by lifting the electrodes 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95% out of the saline. For each percent occlusion considered, electrodes 1, 2, & 16 were all removed the same percent out of the tank. These particular electrodes were chosen because they were closest to the inclusion and therefore provide the most sensitivity to this region and consequently should be the most challenging scenario of electrode contact issues. Single-ended measurements are recorded assuming skip (injection) patterns of 1 through 7, which resulted in 112 injection patterns on the 16 electrode tank. This matrix (16×112) of single-ended voltages (differenced by a reference set of single-ended voltages) was used as input to the ML algorithms. The EIT reconstructions were based on the same data, converted to voltage differences, with bi-polar measurements removed, which resulted in data of size 1,456 × 1, see Table 1 .
Machine Learning Algorithms
Three ML algorithms were evaluated in this study. Two standard, off-the-shelf, ML algorithms, a rSVM and a rDT, and the third a deep neural network specifically designed to be robust to noise.
Regression SVM and regression Decision
Tree. The rSVM and rDT algorithms were implemented directly from Matlab's Machine Learning Toolbox. In both the XCAT and tank experiments the training was performed in the same manner. First, simulated voltage data was stretched into vectors of length 6,720 × 1 and 1,456 × 1 for the XCAT and tank experiments, where bipolar measurements were removed. Differencing was performed assuming the smallest heart frame and homogeneous frame with no errors in the XCAT and tank experiments, respectively. The large databases were then randomly down-selected to 10,000 samples in both experiments. Training was performed several times to ensure that this resulted in negligible changes. The number of variables was reduced to 104 and 464 using principal component analysis (PCA) for the XCAT and tank experiment, respectively. This reduction was chosen based on numerical considerations and because 104 and 464 are the number of independent measurements expected. According to the PCA, the variation explained by the first 104 and 464 variables was greater than 99.999% for this number of variables. The coefficients from the PCA were used to map the testing datasets to the PCA subspaces. The rSVM and rDT algorithms were then trained using Matlab's built-in hyper-parameter optimization algorithm. Listing of the basis/transform functions and number of support vectors/children are given in Table 2 for the rSVM and rDT, respectively.
Deep Neural Network.
Deep neural networks (DNN) are highly expressive models that have proven effective for a variety of data analysis and pattern recognition tasks. Through a series of hierarchical non-linear transformations, neural networks are able to extract salient task-specific features from raw input data. Convolutional neural networks, in particular, are designed to capture spatially local and global patterns in multidimensional inputs, and are thus used in image and video processing tasks. In this work, we implement DNNs featuring convolutional layers to learn salient features from unprocessed impedance measurements which are suitable for predicting the expected cardiac output.
The input data to the DNNs are 2-D matrices of single-ended voltages ( Fig. 2A) , in the format: (number of electrodes) × (number of current injection patterns). Calculating correlations across rows (current patterns as variables) and across columns (electrodes as variables) revealed the (generally local) correlations present in the matrix form of the data (Figs 2B & 2C, respectively) . Hence, a 2-D convolutional neural network is a practical choice for capturing the spatial interdependencies in the data.
A pre-processing step is required to accommodate the symmetric nature of the measurements. In the experimental setup, since electrodes are arranged in a circle, the first and last electrodes are adjacent to each other. However, those same electrodes are far apart in a simple 2-D input matrix representation. To address this, the first NW rows of the input matrix are repeated at its end to provide the network with this wraparound information. This pre-processing step was observed to improve network performance.
The architecture of the neural network used was identified using a hyperparameter optimization toolkit. Using a Tree of Parzen Estimators (TPE) [39] , the optimization toolkit determined optimal number of layers as well as corresponding optimal number of hidden units. The hyper-parameter search process involved the training of over 50 different models to find the configuration. Unlike the network architecture, the optimal number of wraparound rows (NW = 4) was identified in a heuristic manual search manner.
The resulting network architecture ( Fig. 3 ) featured 5 layers in all. Layers 1-3 are convolutional layers of size 28, 16, 15, respectively. The 2-D convolutional kernel sizes were (3,5) for the first and (3,3) for the second and third. The corresponding kernel strides were (2,3) for the first 2 layers and (1,3) for the third layer. The output sizes of the convolutional layers are (18, 75) , (9, 25) and (9, 9) , respectively. All convolutional layer activations were rectified linear units (ReLU), preceded by mini-batch normalization. An average pooling layer downsamples the output of layer 3 into a 4 × 4 × 15 matrix. This is then flattened into a 240×1 vector, and fed to a 7-unit dense layer. The output layer is a single linear regressor node for predicting heart volume. In all, there are 8,600 parameters in the neural network.
The DNN was implemented in Python using the Tensorflow deep learning library, with the Keras wrapper. Training was performed with the Adam optimization algorithm for stochastic gradient descent, with a batch size of 32 for 80 epochs, completing in 10 minutes on a computer with an Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU, a 3.8 GHz Core i5 CPU and 64 GB of RAM. 
Simulated Thorax Databases.
The simulated thorax database was designed assuming the bad electrodes were unknown. The databases include many samples of simulated non-idealities, where each sampled error is simulated over all 11 heart frames. The non-idealities include percentages of electrodes being occluded and a rotation of the electrode plane from horizontal (horizontal is assumed ideal). The percent occlusions varied from 50% to 95% in 5% steps, and the electrode plane was rotated through the heart center along the left-right axis by randomly selected angles from the set (+/-0.7, +/-0.5, and +/-0.3 degrees). The training database consisted of 77,000 samples, which had 11 samples with no error (i.e. 11 heart frames with no error) and 7,000 sets of 11 heart frames with random sampled errors. For each random sample of errors, 5 electrodes were chosen where it was uniformly chosen between good contact and partial contact and a random electrode plane rotation was chosen. For partially contacting electrodes the percent occluded was randomly selected among the 50% to 95% options. A different mesh was used for each electrode plane rotation and the only training data that used the same mesh as in testing was from the 11 samples with no occluded electrodes, i.e. good data. The test set used to evaluate the ML algorithms is the simulated XCAT data, described in Section 2.4.1.
Saline Tank Phantom Databases.
The saline tank database assumes no knowledge of which electrodes have partial contact. Thus random sets of electrodes (1-5 bad electrodes per sample) were picked to have partial contact of random amounts (5% to 95% in 5% steps). The total database consisted of 84,000 samples, in which there were 6 conductivity distributions and 4,000 random samples with 1 bad electrode, 3,000 random samples for 2 & 3 bad electrodes each, and 2,000 random samples for 4 & 5 bad electrodes each. The test set used to evaluate the ML algorithms is the measured tank data, described in Section 2.4.2.
Additional Parameters
Optimal Tikhonov parameters were found to be 10 in the simulated thorax experiment and 1 and 10 for the tank experiment when using all electrodes and when electrodes 1, 2, and 16 were removed, respectively. The mesh used for simulations and the Jacobian calculation in the saline tank experiment was ∼30k nodes and ∼150k elements and was constructed using Netgen [37] .
Results
4D XCAT Simulated Thorax
The predicted LV volumes, assuming 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95% occlusions of electrodes 1, 2, and 32, are shown for all five methods (Fig. 4A-D) , i.e. EIT without compensation, EIT with bad electrodes removed, the DNN, rSVM, and rDT. The EIT approach with no electrode compensation has the largest errors followed closely by the rDT. These two methods do not track the LV volume well. The average relative errors and ±1 standard deviations across percent occluded (Fig. 4E) show that the rSVM approach appears best for up to 85% occluded. The rectangles depicting standard deviations reveal there is significant overlap of the distributions. The only cases that have statistically significant separation, according to a two-sample T-test (p < 0.01), are rSVM from EIT with bad electrodes removed at 50% and rSVM from the other two good approaches at 95%. The upward trends of DNN and rSVM are expected as percent occlusion increases because of the resulting measurement noise. However, it is surprising that the 95% occlusion results in a smaller error for the DNN.
All methods were evaluated assuming all sets of bad electrodes (Fig. 5 ). One can clearly see that EIT with no compensation and the rDT are very sensitive to partial occlusions, where EIT with no compensation essentially fails after 1 electrode is partially occluding and the rDT fails after 3 electrodes are partially occluded. The other methods perform quite well over all the options, except DNN with 6 partial contacting electrodes. Specifically, DNN and rSVM perform nearly identically for up to 4 electrodes bad (averaging 1.95% and 2.08%, respectively), and EIT with bad electrodes removed and rSVM yield consistent error across all combinations of electrodes (average 5.40% and 2.30%, respectively). It is expected that the ML results will degrade as the number of bad electrodes increases (especially when there are more bad electrodes than in the training data, i.e. greater than five). This expectation is consistent for the DNN and rDT results, but it is incorrect for rSVM, which performs exceptionally well with 5 and 6 bad electrodes. Overall, the rSVM appears to be the best approach in this simulated experiment as it does not require knowledge of bad electrodes and works well up to 6 partial occluding electrodes. Illustrations of the loss curves on the training and testing sets over 80 epochs reveal good convergence while indicating the network is not overfitting the training database ( Fig. 6A ). 
Saline Tank Phantom
EIT reconstructions for the no compensation approach (Fig 7) reveal that the reconstructions are qualitatively very sensitive to the partially contacting electrodes with artifacts worsening with increasing percent occlusion. In contrast, when the bad electrodes are removed, the EIT reconstructions qualitatively appear quite robust to partially contacting electrodes (last row of Fig 7 which shows 95% occlusion). The ML algorithms do not produce images, so there are no qualitative images to present.
The predicted inclusion diameters, assuming 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95% occlusions of electrodes 1, 2, & 16, are shown for all methods, except the rDT (Fig. 8A-D) . The rDT predicted a 3 inch diameter inclusion for nearly all cases (∼ 35% error) clearly indicating it did not successfully work here. EIT with no compensation performs poorly, rSVM degrades significantly degrades in quality starting at 90% occluded electrodes, and the remaining two approaches perform well on all cases and are very close to the diagonal. To more clearly show the difference in accuracy, the mean absolute percent error and ±1 Figure 7 . EIT reconstructions for measured difference data with electrodes 1, 2, & 16 occluded 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% in the first 4 rows assuming no bad electrode compensation. The final row depicts EIT reconstructions with 95% occlusions with bad electrodes removed. Qualitatively, 95% occlusions with bad electrodes removed look nearly the same reconstructions using all good data (not shown). standard deviations across all experiments are displayed for each approach and percent occlusion (Fig. 8E ). The two approaches (EIT bad electrodes removed and DNN) have very similar accuracies (statistically no significant difference). Both have a very slight upward trend as percent occlusion increases that suprising decreases at 95% occluded. While EIT with bad electrodes removed is a commonly used approach, the similar accuracy to the DNN approach on measured data strongly validates the hypothesis that DNN algorithms can practically work on measured data when trained on simulated data. A similar check on the loss curves for this experiment shows good convergence while indicating the network is not overfitting the training database (Fig. 6B ).
Computational Cost
We measured the computational cost in terms of memory storage required and the number of FLOPs, which we use as a surrogate measure for speed. The results are summarized in Table 3 . The difference in the number of FLOPs between the EIT approaches is due to the reduced number of measurements associated with removal of bad electrode data. The required memory is the same for the EIT approaches because both, in general, require storage of the complete Jacobian, which accounts for the vast majority of memory. A major cost in terms of FLOPs and memory required for the rSVM and rDT algorithms is the PCA-preprocessing step (shown in the table). The values for rSVM and rDT include the PCA component. One can see that a trained rDT has negligible computational or memory costs. The DNN memory costs are the least among methods, but their required FLOPs are similar to the other methods (2nd lowest and highest in the XCAT and tank, respectively). Overall, on a current desktop computer these are all reasonable and fast calculations, but for the envisioned use of this technology in a portable, low-power system the comparable computational and lower memory requirements of the DNNs may make it a more attractive method. 
Discussion
This study highlights a proof-of-concept demonstration of how a ML-approach (designed to be robust to poorly contacting electrodes) can be used to predict cardiac metrics through an imageless approach in a simulated thorax and a measured saline tank experiment, and provides details of a 4D thorax model that can be used to produce richly detailed simulations. This method is robust up to 6 and 3 bad electrodes in simulated and measured experiments, respectively, and should be of interest to others in the EIT community for related applications, as current EIT approaches can only handle up to two poorly contacting electrodes [19] . For instance, quantitative outcomes in lung-EIT applications could be considered. The DNN approach is seen as most promising as given its success in the more challenging measured tank experiment. Although these results are promising, the thorax experiment is only simulated and does not necessary imply this exact approach will work as well with patient data.
Approaches that may be needed to expand this approach to patient data are 1) further development of the perfusion model of the thorax simulation, 2) incorporating patient-specific information into the training of the DNN databases, and 3) incorporating more information into the DNN for LV volume prediction. Patient-specific information could include height and weight (or chest dimensions) and could potentially include heart size and LV volume recorded during controlled data collection (where at-home LV prediction would be the purpose of the device). Additionally, as surface or near surface conductivities strongly effect the overall measurements, a small database of simulated voltages from a sampling of skin and subcutaneous fat thicknesses can be used to select the best skin and fat thicknesses for the given patient. Lastly in terms of expanding the information provided to the DNN, a promising approach could be to give the DNN not the difference between two frames of data but a time-window of impedance data (e.g. 30 seconds), which is very similar to the approach used in [22] . The DNN can then automatically perform differencing of the data while being robust to bad electrodesthus reducing the restrictions on data filtering that is commonly needed in EIT applications.
Conclusion
A new imageless electrical-impedance-tomography, robust to poorly contacting electrodes, trained ML algorithm is described for portable cardiac output monitoring.
EIT and ML approaches are evaluated on simulated and measured experiments. The ML algorithms generally perform comparably with the standard EIT approach to handling bad electrodes (removing them), but with the very strong advantage (ML) of not needing to know which electrodes are bad. This is a potential, significant advantage of the ML algorithms. In terms of ML algorithms, the rSVM was best in the simulated experiment, whereas the DNN was best in the measured tank experiment. Analysis of the computational cost shows that the DNN may be attractive as a method for the envisioned low-power, portable system because of its comparable computational and lower memory requirements. Overall, this work represents an important step in validation of the method using measured data, and model development, which is needed to apply this method to real clinical data.
